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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 10/31/2022

Description Description 2024 Jayco Jay Flight 212QBW, Jayco Jay Flight travel trailer
212QBW highlights: Jack-Knife Sofa Booth Dinette Pantry Tub/Shower Exterior
Storage Looking for a couples trailer or a manageable RV that will sleep four
when you utilize the furniture as sleeping space? Look no further to find a queen
bed up front for two, and the jack-knife sofa plus the booth dinette provide
sleeping space for two more. The cook will enjoy making meals with everything
nearby to keep everyone fed, plus the refrigerator and pantry offer food storage.
Everyone can get cleaned up in the full bathroom either in the morning or before
bedtime, and the bathroom will come in handy during those night time trips. The
outside offers a 16' power awning to relax under as you plan your activities, and
there is storage for camping games, charcoal and such along the exterior. These
Jayco Jay Flight travel trailers have been a family favorite for years with their
lasting power and superior construction. An integrated A-frame and magnum
truss roof system holds them together. When you tow one of these units you're
towing the entire unit and not just the frame. With dark tinted windows, you have
more privacy and safety. The vinyl flooring throughout will be easy to clean and
maintain too. Come find your favorite model today! Bish s RV - Meridian, Idaho
has a huge selection of Travel Trailers, Fifth Wheels, Pop Up Campers, Truck
Camper s, Toy Haulers, Class A Motorhomes, Class B Camper Vans, and Class C
Motorhomes. All these RVs are priced to sell. Be sure to ask about our Purchase
with Confidence Guarantee to ensure you are receiving the best RV buying
experience in Meridian and surrounding areas like Boise, Nampa, & Caldwell.
Affordable prices on all new and used RVs only at Bish s RV of Meridian. Sleeps 4
Slideouts 0

0 mi
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 75474
VIN Number: 1UJBC0BL2R75Z0150
Condition: New

Item address 1300 W Overland Rd, 83642, Meridian, Idaho, United States
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